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Objective: The microsurgical resection of tumors or vascular lesions in the 

cavernous sinus and the neighbouring Meckel’s cave has been considered as 

hazardous because of often associated cranial nerve morbidity. Despite increasing 

consent that many of such tumors should not undergo surgical therapy, the 

cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave may harbour small lesions of various origin, 

which are amenable for surgical resection. Surgery in this anatomical area needs a 

well directed approach. In this setting, neuronavigational guidance may provide a 

useful tool. We report on a series of patients operated on guided by 

neuronavigation. 

Methods: Five patients underwent a pterional approach for microsurgical 

resection. The procedures were planned and assisted by a pointer based 

neuronavigation system (Medtronic Stealth Station). Pathological entities included 

schwannoma, epidermoid, cavernoma and capillary hemangioma. Three lesions 

were located in the Meckel’s cave and two lesions in the cavernous sinus. 

Results: Intraoperative guidance by neuronavigation appeared to be particularly 

instrumental in identification of the appropriate site of dural incision over the target 

region for microsurgical resection. Except of a mild increase of facial hypesthesia 

in one patient, there were no new cranial nerve deficits. In three patients, 

preoperative symptoms improved immediately after surgery.  

Conclusion: The surgical resection of small tumors or vascular lesions within the 

Meckel’s cave or cavernous sinus is facilitated by neuronavigational guidance with 

sufficient intraoperative reliability and safety. In consideration of well known 

anatomical landmarks, targeted entry into the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave 

directed by neuronavigation enables a tailored approach for microsurgical 

resection.   
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Introduction  

The cavernous sinus, located at the central cranial base, and the neighbouring 

Meckel’s cave represent a complex anatomical region, which is surrounded by 

dural walls containing important neurovascular structures 1,2. It may harbour 

various neoplastic and vascular lesions of different origin, which are increasingly 

found in an early stage of growth because of the advent and availability of modern 

imaging studies 3. The issue concerning the best treatment option for such lesions 

and preferable surgical approaches to this region are still a matter of debate 4-7. 

Since the pioneering work of Parkinson 8 various surgical approaches have been 

described to approach the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave including either an 

intra- or extradural transcranial approach 5-10 or more recently the  endoscopic 

transsphenoidal approach 11,12. Although the microsurgical anatomy of this region 

has been extensively described in the past 8,10,13-16, surgical exposure is still 

challenging. Because of the complex anatomy and density of critically important 

neurovascular structures, many lesions in this area have been considered as 

unresectable 17-19. The microsurgical exposure itself may often lead to high cranial 

nerve morbidity. In addition, the advent of radiosurgery has resulted in a decrease 

of patients undergoing microsurgical resection of lesions in the cavernous sinus 

17-19.  

Despite increasing consent that many tumors with intracavernous infiltration, for 

example cavernous sinus meningiomas, should not undergo surgical resection, 

the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave may harbour small lesions of other origin, 

which are amenable for a cure with surgical therapy. In consideration of other 

therapeutic options nowadays, microsurgical resection in this anatomical area 

needs a well directed approach with avoidance of any cranial nerve morbidity. In 

this setting, intraoperative image guidance may provide a useful tool. We have 

reported on our experience with navigated approaches to the clivus and the 

anterior skull base elsewhere20. In this report, we present a series of patients 
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operated on small lesions of the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave guided by 

neuronavigation. 

 

Patients and Methods 

Our surgical series included 5 patients, who underwent neuronavigation guided 

microsurgical resection of a small neoplastic or vascular lesion in the cavernous 

sinus or Meckel’s cave between 2007 and 2008 at the Department of 

Neurosurgery, Hannover Medical University, Germany.   

 

Lesions included a cavernous angioma and an epidermoid tumor in the cavernous 

sinus. Three lesions were confined to the Meckel’s cave including a capillary 

hemangioma21, schwannoma and a tumor of unconfirmed origin (histologically 

most consistent with schwannoma) (Table 1).  

There were 4 women and 1 man, mean age at surgery was 42,4 years (16-71 

years). 

 

Imaging Studies 

Preoperative CT and MRI scans were obtained in all patients with and without 

intravenous administration of a contrast agent.  

 

Surgery 

Surgeries were planned and assisted by advanced Computer-assisted surgical 

techniques with image fusion of preoperative CT and MRI (Treon, Medtronic 

Stealth Station). Registration for the neuronavigation system was achieved via 

surface matching.  

 

Surgery was performed in general anaesthesia using the operating microscope 

and microsurgical instrumentation in all cases. The lesion was approached by a 
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standard pterional craniotomy. The surgical corridor to the cavernous sinus or 

Meckel’s cave was determined by the location of the lesion and its extension 

along the dural surface. Once the lesion was identified with the help of image 

guidance, entry into the cavernous sinus was performed over the lesion starting 

with superficial incision of the meningeal layer of the cavernous sinus dura 

directing the incision in parallel to the extended intracavernous course of the 

entering cranial nerves. Dural incision was never performed perpendicular to the 

presumed course of the nerves. Incision of the dura over the Meckel’s cave was 

performed in an analogous fashion according to the trigeminal nerve. These 

measures enabled us to enter the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave without 

damage to the nerves at risk and cautious dissection was possible in small 

lesions.   

In general, the set up and application of neuronavigation during the surgical 

procedure required 30-45 minutes additionally per case.  

 

Results 

Clinical features 

The presenting clinical symptoms depended on the anatomical location of the 

lesions. Double vision was claimed in both patients with a cavernous sinus lesion 

(Figures 1 A and B) and symptoms of trigeminal affection were reported in all 

three patients harbouring a lesion in the Meckel’s cave. 

The clinical symptoms and signs were summarized in Table 1.  

  

Neuronavigational guidance 

The accuracy of neuronavigation was verified preoperatively and several times 

intraoperatively comparing landmarks such as the pterion, anterior clinoid process 

and other fixed structures. There were no problems with shift of anatomical 

structures at the skull base during the course of surgery.  
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Margins of the lesions were defined by using neuronavigation in the coronal and 

axial plane on gadolinium enhanced MRI scans (Figures 1 A and B). 

Neuronavigational guidance revealed to be useful in defining the anterior and 

posterior margins of the lesion. Particularly, it was instrumental in defining the 

depth of each lesion into the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave. There was no 

interacting shift of assumed borders of the lesion both in the cavernous sinus and 

Meckel’s cave. 

 

Radicality of tumor removal 

Total tumor removal was achieved in 3 out of 5 patients. In one patient with an 

interdural epidermoid tumor of the cavernous sinus, the medial capsule of the 

tumor was left in situ because of severe adherence to the oculomotor nerve. In 

one patient with a tumor of the Meckel’s cave (patient no. 5), a subtotal resection 

was performed because of significant tumor adherence to the trigeminal nerve 

(Table 1).   

 

Clinical outcome 

In three patients, preoperative cranial nerve deficits improved immediately after 

surgery. In one patient, facial numbness increased postoperatively and in another 

patient there was no improvement of preoperative abducens nerve palsy after 

surgery.  

No new postoperative deficits of cranial nerves occurred and there was no 

procedure related morbidity or mortality.   

The mean follow-up time was 13.4 months (7-20 months). A recurrence of the 

lesion was not found during this follow up period.  

 

Discussion 

Treatment strategies for lesions of the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave  
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Treatment strategies for neoplastic and vascular lesions of the cavernous sinus 

and Meckel’s cave have undergone considerable changes since the introduction of 

cavernous sinus surgery decades ago by Bowder and Parkinson8. Detailed 

microanatomical studies of the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave have initially 

contributed to the development of various surgical approaches to this critical region 

5-10. Intra- or extradural approaches usually via a frontotemporal or pterional 

craniotomy with different amount of additional osteotomy (including the orbit or 

zygoma) were described 8-10 in order to attempt exposure of cranial nerves and the 

carotid artery within the cavernous sinus. In neoplastic lesions, like meningiomas of 

the cavernous sinus, the main aim to enter the cavernous sinus was to achieve 

radical tumor removal and lower the risk of early tumor recurrence. Some authors 

favoured aggressive surgical removal 22,23 even with intracavernous neural and 

vascular reconstruction 24, while others have shown that there is no oncological 

benefit in performing radical surgery within the cavernous sinus 25. Instead, radical 

removal of big tumors in the cavernous sinus has increasingly shown to be 

associated with a very high risk of injury to the carotid artery and almost always 

lead to cranial nerve deficits with inacceptable impairment of life quality after 

surgery 25. Reports have consecutively emphasized that the surgical exploration of 

the cavernous sinus itself is often associated with cranial nerve deficits or 

excessive bleeding, even when meticulous microsurgical dissection within the 

cavernous sinus was performed. Although techniques to approach the cavernous 

sinus have been extensively described 2,6,16, the visualization of intracavernous 

cranial nerves and the carotid artery requires elaborate extradural bone removal 

and hazardous dissection between the two dural layers of the cavernous sinus. 

Therefore, there are still controversial opinions concerning the optimal treatment 

options for tumors like meningiomas, which lead to extensive infiltration of the 

cavernous sinus. Some authors prefer a more conservative approach with  
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combination of limited extracavernous tumor resection and adjuvant radiosurgery 

26-28 or radiosurgery alone 18,29,30.  

 

Surgery of small vascular or nonmeningeal neoplastic lesions 

Surgery for nonmeningeal tumors of the cavernous sinus are considered safer than 

surgery for meningiomas and total tumor removal may often be achieved 2.  Due to 

the density of important neurovascular structures within the cavernous sinus and 

Meckel’s cave, small vascular or other nonmeningeal neoplastic lesions can lead to 

early compression syndromes of cranial nerves. Even when dealing with small 

nonmeningeal lesions of the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave, the mainstay of 

cavernous sinus surgery was to visualize most of the intracavernous cranial nerves 

along with the intracavernous carotid artery in an early step of surgery to gain initial 

control over these critical structures. It was often recommended that proximal and 

distal control of flow through the internal carotid artery should be achieved before 

proceeding to the cavernous sinus 2. With this approach, the surgical preparation 

until entrance into the cavernous sinus would require time consuming bone work 

(for example drilling of the anterior clinoid or exposure of the carotid artery along its 

petrous segment) and the surgical exposure of these structures itself may present 

an additional risk of morbidity.  

 

Image-guidance in surgery of the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave 

In limited and small symptomatic lesions of the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave, 

a direct intradural exposure of the lesion through the dural walls of the cavernous 

sinus or Meckel’s cave can be feasible without superfluous anatomical dissection. 

However, for this purpose, a well directed approach to the lesion with opening of 

the dural layer precisely over the target needs to be accomplished. Small lesions 

lying within the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave may not always be visible 

through inward protrusion or bulging into the parasellar cisterns. In those cases, 
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the use of neuronavigation revealed to be useful to guide the surgeon to the 

lesion, allowing a targeted opening of the dura over the cavernous sinus or 

Meckel’s cave. In such lesions, which were large enough to be recognized due to 

bulging of the dura, still the determination of tumor extension, especially to the 

anterior, posterior and medial direction, was helpful to estimate the grade of 

resection and particularly the distance to the intracavernous carotid artery. The 

application of a pointer based neuronavigation system with surface matching of 

the data revealed to be sufficient for a reliable and safe image guidance at the 

base of the skull, particularly the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave. With image-

guidance, the site of the lesion may be delineated on the surface of the cavernous 

sinus wall or Meckel’s cave, however, the method of entrance into the cavernous 

sinus will be crucial to avoid any nerve injury during exposure of the lesion. It is 

not possible to identify the nerves directly using the image-guidance pointer, but 

the operative measures described previously, enabled us to enter the cavernous 

sinus or Meckel’s cave without damage to the nerves at risk. The overall outcome 

of cranial nerve function after surgery was excellent and there was no new cranial 

nerve deficit related to the surgical opening of the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s 

cave. However, larger numbers of patients, who undergo image-guided resection 

of such lesions, need to be further investigated and the results compared with 

cases, which underwent surgery without the application of image-guidance. 

 

Image-guided skull base surgery 

Intracranial neuronavigation and image guided surgery is already well established 

in neurosurgery and in ENT surgery, while there is still relatively little experience in 

skull base surgery. Although rarely used, image guided surgery for skull base 

lesions appears to be an ideal application as no or only minimal intraoperative shift 

of relevant structures is to be expected compared to its application to surgery of 

intracerebral or other lesions. The application of image guidance and its 
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advantages for a targeted resection of lesions in the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s 

cave have not been reported so far. In our series, selected small lesions of the 

cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave could be resected with image guidance without 

any new cranial nerve deficit, which reportedly is the most common morbidity after 

cavernous sinus surgery.  

In our experience, the use of neuronavigation may help to achieve a targeted 

exposure of selected small lesions in the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s cave, 

obviating the need for extensive surgical dissection of this densely packed and 

critical anatomical region. Although image guidance at the cavernous sinus or 

Meckel’s cave seems to be precise enough to accurately guide the surgeon to the 

lesion, it cannot replace detailed microanatomical knowledge of this complex 

region, which every skull base surgeon needs to acquire beforehand.   

 

Conclusion 

The microsurgical resection of small lesions of the cavernous sinus and Meckel’s 

cave can be enhanced by image-guidance allowing targeted exposure of the lesion 

with safe removal under preservation of important neurovascular structures within 

this highly sophisticated region.  
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1: Case No. 2. 71-year-old man presenting with an epidermoid tumor of the right 

cavernous sinus. The patient presented with a right sided oculomotor and abducens nerve 

palsy. A: Intraoperative application of neuronavigation based on T1-weighted MRI 

demonstrating the anterior border of the epidermoid tumor which corresponds to the tip of the 

navigation pointer. B: Posterior border of the tumor corresponding to the tip of the navigation 

pointer.  
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Table 1: Overview of patients who underwent image guided resection of lesions of the cavernous sinus or Meckel’s cave. Abbreviations: CS, 
Cavernous sinus; CM, Cavum meckeli; CN, cranial nerve; enhance., enhancement; F, female; Gd, gadolinium; hyper, hyperintense; hypo, 
hypointense, iso, isointense; M, male; V1, 1st division of trigeminal nerve; V2, 2nd division of trigeminal nerve; V3, 3rd division of trigeminal nerve 

Patient 
No. 

Age / 
gender 

Location Size Symptoms Signs MRI  Approach Histology Surgical 
removal 

Outcome Recurrence 

1 44 F CS 7 mm Double 
vision, 
headache 

CN VI palsy T1-hypo 
+ Gd-enhanc. 
T2-hyper 

Pterional Cavernous 
hemangioma 

Total  No improvement 
of CN VI palsy 

No 

2 71 M CS 12 mm Double vision CN III + VI  
palsy 

T1-hypo 
- Gd-enhanc. 
T2-hyper 

Pterional Epidermoid Subtotal Improvement of 
CN III + VI palsy 

No 

3 16 F CM 10 mm Facial 
paresthesia 

Paresthesia CN 
V1 + V2 

T1-iso 
+ Gd-enhanc. 
T2-hyper 

Pterional Capillary 
hemangioma 

Total Improvement of 
facial paresthesia 

No 

4 24 F CM 14 mm Facial 
hypesthesia 

Hypesthesia 
CN V1-3 

T1-iso 
+ Gd-enhanc. 
T2 N/A 

Pterional Schwannoma Total Improvement of 
facial 
hypesthesia 

No 

5 57 F CM 12 mm Facial 
hypesthesia 

Hypesthesia 
CN V1 + V2 

T1-iso 
+ Gd-enhanc. 
T2-iso 

Pterional Schwannoma
? 

Subtotal Increased facial 
hypesthesia 

No  
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